
Sofia cofounded the restaurant vRÅ at Clarion Hotel Post, where Japanese tradition meats modern 

Nordic gastronomy using local sustainable produce . Sofia has participated in the Chef of the Year and, 

together with VRÅ, been placed as one of the top fish restaurants in Sweden. 

Moderator Per Styregård open the conference. 

Trends within Food Travel, focusing on the topics Holistic health and Food with a purpose.  

- Scary Seafood (things from the ocean that we normally don't eat) 

- Aquaculture and tourism (extraordinary experiences connected to the sea) 

- Urban food production (farming and food production in the cities) 

- Protein RE-imagined (new protein sources for example insects) 
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Fighting food waste - by doing differently. 

- Erik Andersson, restaurant Spill in Malmö 

- Jens Dolk, restaurant K-Märkt in Stockholm 

- Sofia B Olsson, restaurant vRÅ in Gothenburg 

- Ruth Osborne, Retired Hen - a consultancy on sustainability within the food and beverage industry 

Zamenhof at Esperantoplatsen offers all day dining, wine on tap, and one of the sunniest spots in the 
city.  It comprises three concepts in one: Café Gazette serves café options all day, the Silver Lining has 
a barbecue feel, and MayDay focuses on poké bowls and cold pressed juices. 

 

How using Brussels reputation as “a place where you eat well” in marketing the city and the work they 
do to counter the image as “traditional” food city. 

Ratings and recommendations in the digital universe

We instead of Me. How working together can put your destination on the food-map. 

Concept Pure Food Camp –An innovative venture that takes international foodies on a journey through 
Skåne from farm to fork, guided by the Michelin-starred chef Titti Qvarnström. 

Way Out West and the food. 



Patrik Sewerin, Creative Food Director at Garveriet –  a meeting place and a future food destination 
where knowledge and curiosity about innovative sustainability is given the opportunity to grow. 
Garveriet is a brand new venue which will be a platform for how we can create a sustainable society 
with focus on what we eat. 

Three international researchers present a case and discuss how to best use the power of food tourism 
to create growth in a region (Australia, Africa and Europe).

 

 


